Introduction
Large sparse symmetric positive definite systems arise frequently in many scientific and engineering applications. One way to solve such a system is to use Cholesky factorization. Let A be a symmetric positive definite matrix. The Cholesky factor of A , denoted by L , is a lower triangular matrix with positive diagonal such that A = LLT. When A is sparse, fill occurs during the factorization; t h a t is, some of the zero elements in A will become nonzero elements in L . In order t o reduce time and storage requirements, only the nonzero positions of L are stored and operated on during sparse Cholesky factorization. Techniques for accomplishing this task and for reducing fill have been studied extensively (see [16] for details). In this paper we restrict our attention to the numerical factorization phase. We assume that the preprocessing steps, such as reordering to reduce fill and symbolic factorization t o set up the compact data structure for L , have been performed. Details on the preprocessing can be found in [16] .
In recent years, because of advances in computer architectures, there has been much interest in the solution of large sparse linear systems on high performance computers.
In particular, there have been investigations into the solution of such problems on computers with multiple processors [18] . Basically, multiprocessor systems can be classified by how their memory is organized. In a shared-memory multiprocessor system, every processor has direct access to a globally shared memory. In this case, the processors can read from or write into the same memory location simultaneously. Of course, for d a t a integrity, writing into the same memory location at any time by more than one processor must be synchronized. Examples of shared-memory multiprocessor systems include the Cray Y-MP, Encore Multimax, Sequent Balance, and Sequent Symmetry.
Another way of organizing the memory in a multiprocessor system is t o give each processor its own memory to which the owner alone has direct access. For one processor t o access data in another processor's memory, the two processors must communicate with each other, for example, by message passing. Examples of distributed-memory multiprocessor systems include the NCUBE 3200 and 6400, and the Intel iPSCI2 and iPSC/iSSO. It should be noted that there are also hybrid multiprocessor systems in which both local and shared memory are available, such as the BBN Butterfly.
In this paper, we are concerned with the factorization of a sparse symmetric positive definite matrix A on a shared-memory multiprocessor system. This paper can be regarded as a sequel to [15] , in which a parallel implementation of a sequential algorithm from [16] was described. We will show however that the number of synchronization operations (Le., locking and unlocking operations) required by the parallel algorithm in [15] is relatively high; it is proportional t o the number of nonzeros in the Cholesky factor L . The object of our paper is to describe a new version of the algorithm that reduces the amount of synchronization overhead by exploiting the supernodal structure found in the sparsity pattern of L . ( The notion of supernodes will be introduced in Section 3.) The role of supernodes in improving both left-and right-looking sparse Cholesky factorization algorithms is well documented [1, 3, 5, 12, 25, 28] . The new parallel algorithm uses supernodes t o reduce memory traffic and indirect indexing operations as previous algorithms have done, which is particularly important on vector supercomputers [1, 3, 5] . The primary contribution of the payer is the way supernodes are used to improve the parallel efficiency of a left-looking algorithm.
,4n outline of the paper is as follows. Section 2 reviews the sequential and parallel factorization algorithms discussed in [15] . Section 3 describes the notion of supernodes and their usefulness in a sequential sparse Cholesky factorization algorithm. A parallel supernodal Cholesky factorization algorithm will be presented in Section 3 as well. Section 4 provides experimental results on an IBM RS/6000, a Cray Y-MP, and a Sequent Balance 8000. Finally, Section 5 contains a few concluding remarks and discusses possible futnre work.
Background material

Notation and terminology
Assume that A is an n x n symmetric and positive definite matrix, and let L denote the Cholesky factor of A . We use L,,j and L;,, to represent respectively the j -t h column and i-th row of 1;. The sparsity structures of column j and row i of L (excluding the diagonal entry) are denoted by Struct(L,,,j) a,nd Struct (Li,,) , respectively. That is, Struct(L,j) := {s > j : Zs,j # O}, Struct(L;,,) := ( t < i : l;,t # Q } .
Assume that ik,j f 0 and suppose that Ek,j is not the last nonzero in column j of L . The function n.ezt(k,j) returns the row index of the first nonzero beneath E k j in the column L,j [15] . If l k , 3 is the last nonzero in L,,j, then we define n e z t ( k , j ) to be n + 1.
The two computational tasks occurring at each step in the Cholesky factorization are scaling a vector and subtracting a multiple of a vector from another vector. These two tasks will be denoted by cdiv and crnod, respectively [14].
Finally, if M is an m x n matrix, then [MI denotes the number of nonzero elements in M .
Sequential sparse Cholesky factorization
We begin our discussion by first reviewing a sequential general sparse Cholesky factorization algorithm, details of which can be found in [16] . The algorithm is columnoriented and is a left-looking algorithm. That is, when column L,,j is t o be computed, the algorithm modifies column A,,j with multiples of the previous columns of L , namely Le+, 1 5 IC 5 j -1. Of course, sparsity will be exploited when A is sparse. We will assume throughout that the nonzeros of A and L are stored by columns. The sequential factorization algorithm is given in Figure 2 .1. This algorithm and its variations are widely used in many sparse matrix packages, such as SPARSPAK [7] . Since the algorithm in Figure 2 .1 is column-oriented and the nonzeros of L are stored by columns, its implementation is quite straightforward except for the determination of the structure of row j of L (i.e., Struct (Lj,,) ). Instead of computing the structure of every row of L prior to the factorization, the factorization algorithm itself can efficiently generate these sets during the factorization, as shown in Figure 2 .2. For each column L , j , we maintain a set Sj of column indices, which will contain precisely the column indices belonging t o Struct(Lj,,) when the column LSr3 is computed.
After L*,j has been Computed, j is inserted into S,, where q is the row index of the first nonzero beneath the diagonal in column j (i.e., q = n e z t ( j , j ) ) . When the algorithm is ready to compute it will examine S, t o find the columns of L needed t o modify A*,q. Among those columns it will find L*,j, and thus it will perform c m o d ( q , j ) as required. It is easy t o see that the next column of A that L,,j will modify end for x . X.
x e x e x . x .X. ?-[all are disjoint sirbtrees.
Parallel sparse Cholesky factorization
We now describe a n algorithm for shared-memory multiprocessor systems that exploits these two sources of parallelism. (The algorithm was introduced in [15] .) The task of computing column L,j is referred to as a column task in the computation and is denoted by T c o l ( j ) . More precisely,
The parallel algorithm maintains a pool of column tasks, and each processor will be responsible for performing a subset of these column tasks. The assignment of column tasks to processors is dynamic. When a, processor is free, it will get a column task from the pool, perform the necessary @mod operations, and then carry out the required cdiv operation. When the processor has finished a column task, it will get another column task from the pool. Efficient implementation of this dynamic scheduling strategy requires that the pool of tasks be made available to all processors. This is particularly appropriate for shared-memory multiprocessor systems. This approach usually resiilts in good load balancing, as might be expected.
The parallel algorithm in [15] is presented in Figure 2 .5. A few comments on the parallel algorithm are in order. First, note that it is quite similar t o the algorithm in Figure 2 .2. Second, we assume that the data reside in a globally-shared memory so that every processor can access the entire set of data. Third, since every processor will access the pool of tasks e, popping a column task from Q is a critical section and must be performed in a synchronized manner.
Fourth, updating an index set S, requires another critical section since S, may be simultaneously updated by more than one processor. In Figure 2 .5, we have used two primitives, l o c k and unlock, to synchronize this operation. The first primitive, lock, sigiials the beginning of a critical section and allows only one processor to proceed. If there is already a processor executing the critical section, a second processor attempting to enter the same section must wait until the first processor has exited the section. The second primitive, unlock, signals the end of a critical section, and its execution by one processor permits another processor t o enter the critical section. The number of synchronization operations required to maintain the pool of tasks is O ( n ) . It is easy to see that the number of synchronization calls required to update each set "5, is O( lL+\). Thus, the total number of synchronization calls required in the parallel algorithm is O(lLI). 
Supernodal Cholesky factorization algorithms
Although the results reported in [15] indicated that the parallel algorithm in Figure 2 .5 achieved good speed-up ratios, the algorithms in Figures 2.2 and 2.5 are far from optimal for a t least two important reasons. First, both the sequential and paraUel algorithms are poor at exploiting some of the hardware features available on advanced computer architectures, in particular, the pipelined arithmetic units on current vector supercomputers, Second, the number of synchronization operations connected with critical sections in the parallel algorithm is relatively high.
In this section, we discuss the notion of supernodes in the Cholesky factor of a sparse symmetric positive definite matrix, and show how these supernodes can be used t o improve the algorithms in Figures 2.2 and 2.5. In particular, we show how both difficulties with the algorithm in [15] can be dealt with by taking advantage of the supernodal structure.
Notion of supernodes
In the Cholesky factor of a sparse symmetric positive definite matrix, columns with the "same" sparsity structure are often clustered together. Such a grouping of columns is referred to as a supernode'. We define a supernode of a sparse Cholesky factor L t o be
It is quite easy to show that for [23, 24] ). Thiis, the columns of the supernode { p , p -t 1, . . . , p 3 q -.-I} have a dense diagonal block and have identical structure below row p + q -1. 'The partition of the columns of E into supernodes is often referred t o as a supernode part it ion.
Apparently, the term "supernode" first appeared in [ 5 ] , although the basic idea behind the term was used much earlier. For example, the notion of supernodes has played an important role in improving the efficiency of the minimum degree ordering algorithm [17] and the symbolic factorization process [27] . More recently, supernodes have been used t o organize sparse numerical factorization algorithms around matrixvector or matrix-matrix operations that reduce memory traffic, thereby making more eficicnt use of vector registers [3,5] or cache [1, 25] . They play such a role in both the serial and the new parallel Cholesky factorization algorithms presented in this section.
Note that supernode partitions are not uniquely specified in our definition. Indeed, the choices of a supernode partition depend heavily on the mazimal sets of contigiious 'It is convenient to denote a column L*,, belonging to a supernode by its column index j . It should be clear by context when 3 i s being used in this manner. 0 e e x x .XX * * e x * . * X X x e e e x x . e x * * e e x e e X e e e e e e e e e e e e e eee.eeee 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 ( columns that can be supernodes and from which one or more supernodes can be formed.
We have used so-called fundamental supernodes in our algorithms. Figure 3 .1. Associated with any supernode partition is a supernodal elimination tree, which is obtained from the elimination tree essentially by collapsing the nodes (colurnns) in each supernode into a single n~d c . The supernodal elimination tree for the partition in Figure 3 .1 is shown in Figure 3 .2, superimposed on the underlying elimination tree. The primary reason for using the fundamental supernode partition in this application was pointed out in [23] : it is the coarsest supernode partition for which the supernode dependencies can be observed in the supernodp elimination tree in a manner strictly analogous t o the way the column dependencies are observed in the nodal elimination tree. Consequently, a fundamental supernode partition can be used more cleanly and naturally in a parallel factorization algorithm, where data dependencies are of great practical importance. Liu et al. [23] contains a full discussion of this point.
Givcn the matrix A , the supernode partition can be obtained by several means.
When the ordering of the colurnns and rows of A is a minimum degree or nested dissection ordering, the partition can be obtained easily as a natural by-product of the reordering step. Otherwise, the supernode partition can be obtained directly from the structure of L after the symbolic factorization; it can also be obtained before the symbolic factorization using the algorithm given in [23].
Sequential super nodal C holesky factorization
In this section we describe a left-looking sequential sparse Cholesky factorization algorithm that exploits the supernodal structure in L. The Then n e z t ( j , K ) i s defined to be n e z t ( j , l ) . Similarly, we define n e z t ( K , K ) to be
next(& e).
To reiterate the advantage of exploiting the supernodal structure of L , we note that the operation cmod(j, K ) for j M can be accumulated in work storage by a sequence of dense vector operations (saxpy using the BLAS terminology [19] ), a,fter which the accumulated column modifications can be applied t o the target column L,,j using a single column operation that requires indirect addressing. Execution of the operation c m o d ( j , S ) for j E J is even easier, requiring no work storage or indirect addressing. In both cases, loop unrolling can be employed to reduce memory traffic, thereby iniproving the utilization of pipelined arithmetic units, especially on vector supercomputers. These capabilities are not available in the "nodal" Cholesky factorization algorithm in Figure 2 .2.
Parallel supernodal C h~l e s k y factorization
As far as we know, the first attempt to parallelize a supernodal Cholesky factorization algorithm was described in [as] . Using the notation in Figure 3 .3, the basic idea in where, in the interest of software portability and reliability, use of miiltiple processors occurs strictly within each call t o some computationally intensive variant of a matrixmatrix multiply (BLAS3) or matrix-vector multiply (BLAS2) kernel subroutine. Hence each call t o the kernel involves a fork-and-join operation. For large dense matrices, where the vectors are quite long and each call t o the kernel routine typically involves a substantial amount of work, this approach is quite effective [SI. For sparse matrices, however, short vectors and a limited amount of work within a typical call t o the kernel routine make it quite difficult t o implement this approach in an effective manner. The performance of the code in [28] apparently suffers from these defects, and the stripmining technique used t o distribute the tasks cmod(j, K ) and cmod(j, J ) among the processors greatly shortens the vector lengths, which is quite detrimental on the target machine, a Cray Y-MP multiprocessor.
In this section, we describe a different way t o parallelize the supernodal Cholesky factorization algorithm in Figure 3 .3. Our parallel version, shown in Figure 3 .4, exploits far more of the potential parallelism than the technique used in [28] .
A few comments on the algorithm in Figure 3 .4 are in order. First, note that a supernode J is inserted into S,, where q = n e z t ( J , J ) , only after the last column of J has been completed. Thus, when a processor working on column q obtains J from S,, alk columns of the supernode J are available for updating column q of A . This is potentially inefficient, as the columns of J are not made available t o update other columns of A as soon as they have been completed. An alternative t o this approach is t o insert J into S, as soon as the first column of the supernode has been completed.
Of course, when a processor working on column q obtains J from S,, not all columns of J are necessarily available. Some flags must be maintained so that the processor can determine which columns of J have been completed. This approach attempts t o make every column of L available t o update other columns as soon as it has been completed.
We have implemented both approaches. Preliminary tests indicate that the dityerence in performance for these two approaches is extremely smaU. We have chosen t o use the approach shown in Figure 3 .4 becaiise it is much simpler to describe and it simplifies our implementation, especially the incorporation of loop unrolling into the code.
Another remark concerns the crnod(j, K ) operations. As in the sequential case, since all the columns in K share the same sparsity structure below the diagonal entry of the last member of Ea', these operations can be accumulated in work storage using dense vector operations. Extra care is required however when performing the c m o d ( j , J ) operation. Since somc of the columns j' < j belonging t o J may not be completed, a flag has t o be associated with each column t o record the column's current status. The flag for a particular column is set immediately after the column has been completed. Since the flag for a particular column is set only by the processor that computes the column, synchronization is not needed.
The number of l o c k and unlock synchronization operations required in the parallel supernodal Cholesky factorization algorithm is often much smaller than that required (lL.,el) sets, where I,*,! is the last column of J . Consequently, the total number of synchronizations required in Figure 3 .4 depends on the number of compressed subscripts [27] , which is basically the number of nonzero entries in the last columns of all supernodes. To illustrate the reduction in the amount of synchronization, consider a model m x m grid problem using pither a !%point or a 9-point operator. Suppose the grid points are labelled using the nested dissection algorithm [13] . It is easy t o show that the number of nonzeros in L is O(m2 log m ) [13] and the number of cornpressed siibscripts is O ( m 2 ) [27] . Thus, the amount of synchronization in the parallel supernodal Cholesky factorization is reduced by a factor of log m. Experimental results in the next section show the reductions in a collection of test problems.
Scheduling column tasks
Our discussion thus far has ignored an iniportant issue: the scheduling of the column tasks TcoZ(j) on the available processors. While we have found this issue t o be less important on shared-memory machines than it is on distributed-memory machines, it nonetheless deserves some attention, and i s likely t o be of more consequence as shared-memory machines with substailtially more processors become available in the future. Again, the column-dependency information contained in the elimination tree is indispensable in dealing with this problem.
We use the following simple technique t o schedule the column tasks. Before the factorization begins, all columns are placed into the column task pool in the order in which they will be selected from the pool. Thus, the pool of tasks can be viewed as a static queue. -4 scheduling, then, is essentially the order in which the column tasks are placed in the static queue.
'The goal of the heuristic we use t o order the column tasks in the queue is t o exploit as much as possible the high-level parallelism available for sets of independent columns.
Recall that l'col(i) and T c o l ( j ) are independent column tasks if i and j belong t o two
disjoint subtrees in the elimination tree. Consider the example in Figure 2 . Most of the test problems used in our numerical experiments were taken from the Harwell-Boeing 'Yest Collection [ll] . A brief description of the problems is given in Table 4 .1. Tn the experiments, each matrix was initially ordered using an implementation of the minimum degree algorithm due to Liu [20] , followed by a postordering of the elimination tree [22] . The reason for postordering the elimination tree is that the algorithms in Figures 3.3 and 3. 4. For each approach there are two distinct but similar routines: a serial routine and a parallel routine. Thus, there are four routines, each implementing one of the algorithms found in Figures 2.2,  2.5, 3.3, and 3.4 . It is worth noting that the serial c o l f c t routine is a version of SPARSPAK's gsf c t routine that has been slightly modified for fair comparison with the other routines, which were written from scratch. 
Numerical results on an IBM RS/SOOO
The primary purpose of Table 4 .3 is t o show the impact on performance of various levels of loop unrolling in the supf c t routines. The kernel subroutine called by both the serial and parallel supf c t routines is capable of unrolling the outer loop of a column-oriented matrix-vector multiply, as in [9] . ( Table 4 .3: Factorization times in seconds for various levels of loop-unrolling on an IDM RS/6000 (model 320). Table 4 .3 records the results of these tests on an TBM RS/6OOO workstation (model 320). Our double precision Fortran code was compiled using the IBM Fortran compiler xlf with optimization turned on (i.e., x l f -0). The results for some of the smaller problems in our test set are reported in Table 4 .3.
The first thing to note is that s u p f c t with no loop unrolling (t=l) is significantly faster than c o l f c t . We believe the improvement is due to better use of the cache by s u p f c t , which is due, in turn, t o the reduction in indirect addressing and increased locality of the data references obtained via supernodes and careful attention to certain implementation details. On other machines we have tried, supf c t with no loop unrolling generally runs no faster than colf c t , and quite often runs slightly slower.
The improvements due t o loop unrolling shown in Figure 4 .3 are fairly typical of what we have observed on other machines, too. While the benefits of loop unrolling levels higher than l i d are minimal on the IBM RS/6000, the point of diminishing returns is usually higher on other machines. Experience has shown l=8 t o be a good overall choice for the machines we have worked with. In all subsequent experiments, sequential and parallel s u p f c t use loop unrolling to level l = 8 .
Nuinerkal results on a Sequent Babncse 8000
Next, we compare the performance of parallel colfct with that of parallel siipfct on a Sequent Balance 8000, a shared-memory multiprocessor with 12 processors and 16
Mbytes of memory. The parallel routines used Sequent Fortran compiler directives t o access the parallel capabilities of the machine and t o perform the necessary synchronization operations. The Sequent's Fortran preprocessor transformed these compiler directives into appropriate Fortran code, which, in turn, issued the required system subroutine calls. The Fortran source code was compiled using the Fortran compiler f o r t r a n with the optimization and preprocessing options turned on (i.e., f o r t r a n -a4 -mp). Table 4 .4 contains factorization times and speed-up ratios (enclosed in parentheses) for runs on some of the smaller problems in our tcst set. Since we are interested primarily in comparing the ability of ralfct and siipfct to exploit multiple processors, each speed-up ratio is formed by dividing the time required for a parallel rim into the time required for a serial run of the same method. Note that the serial time is quite distinct from the tirue required by the parallel algorithm on a single processor, which is always greater. Comparing the factorization times for the two methods in the last column (~~1 0 ) clearly indicates the superiority of aupfct over ccslfct. Indeed the differences in their perferrnance on these problems are large and remarkably consistent, ranging from a low of 47.5%'03 t o a high of 57.8%. Two observations largely account for the superior performance of supfct. First, the loop unrolling discussed in the previous section is quite valuable on the Sequent also. The effects of loop unrolling are apparent in the serial runs, and they are quite consistent among the problems, with improvements in performance ranging from a low of 23.7% to a high of 32.7%, The benefits of loop unrolling are largely preserved in the parallel implementation of supf ct.
Second, supf ct's speed-up ratios are consistently better than colf ct's; for colf c t they range from 7.1 to 8.5, and for supfct they range from 8.8 to 9.6. The "speed-up" ratios for parallel runs on a single processor (p=1) suggest that one of the primary reasons for colf ct's inferior speed-up ratios is the high synchronization overhead incurred by the method. Since there is no contention for access t o the critical sections of the code when the parallel codes are run on a single processor, it is likely that the relative difference in synchronization overhead costs is significantly greater on 10 processors. The speed-ups for colf c t on 10 processors are nonetheless quite respectable (7.1-8.5).
Numerical results on a Cray Y-MP
Finally, we compare parallel colf c t and parallel supf c t on a Cray Y-MP, a powerful vector supercomputer with 8 processors and 128 Mwords of memory. The code run on this machine was the same code run on the Sequent, with a few minor changes required t o take care of machine-dependent constructs for exploiting parallelism. Again, the loop unrolling level used by supf c t was l=8, and Fortran compiler directives were used t o exercise the machine's parallel capabilities and t o perform the necessary synchronization operations. The code was compiled using the Fortran compiler cf 77 with optimization (the default) and preprocessing options on. (i.e., cf 77 -2u).
The top half of Table 4 .5 reports factorization times and speed-up ratios (enclosed in parentheses) for both methods applied to some small problems in our test set. The bottom half of the table records performance data for supfct on the remaining prohlems in our test set.
Not surprisingly, supf c t performs much better than colf c t on this machine. Loop unrolling is more effective on the Cray Y-MP than it is on the Sequent. Comparing the serial runs for the two methods, we find differences in performance ranging from a low of 53% t o a high of 132%, due to loop unrolling and reduced indirect indexing in supf ct. Similar results have been reported previously in [5] . We also find that supf c t parallelizes much better than c o l f c t . For example, on eight processors (y=8) the speed-up ratios for supfct range from a low of 6.0 t o a high of 6.9, which is quite good, especially on such small problems. The speed-up ratios for c o l f c t , however, are very poor, ranging from a low of 2.0 to a high of 3.7. As was the case on the Sequent, the "speed-ups" obtained on a single processor indicate that the high synchronization costs 3The base for each percentage is the smaller of the two times. This applies to percentages presented later in this section as well. incurred by calfct seriously degrade its parallel performance. Indeed, O D this machine the overhead appears t o he considerably higher than it was on the Sequent. This high overhead combined with the fast floating-point computational rates on this machine, probably account for most of the degradation in parallel performance of c o l f c t .
The performance of s u p f c t on the large problems in the bottom half of the table is consistently good. Tgnoring the three smallest problems in this portion of the table (NASA1824, NASA2910, and NASA4704), speed-up ratios range from a low of 6.5 t o a high of 7.4. Qn six out of seven of these problems the speed-up ratio is 7.0 or greater, wilh the 6.5 speed-up ratio reserved for the problem requiring the least work, namely BCSSTK25.
' Table 4 .6 conipares the performance of supf ct with the parallel supernodal factorization algorithm used in [28] , which we will designate as supfct-SWY. The performance figures are expressed irl hfAops4, as is commonly done for vector supercomputers such as the Cray Y-MP. We report the performance of both codes on those problems in our test set for which results for supfct-SVY were available t o us. 'The performance data for supfct-SVY were obtained from a n unpublished manuscript [as] . Table 4 .5 we see that serial supfct requires less than half a second t o factor any of these matrices.
The performance of supfct-SVY is much poorer due t o the problems with this ayproa,ch mentioned earlier in Section 3.3. The code runs a t less than a Gflop on every problem, despite having significantly higher serial efficiency due t o assembly language programming of the compute-intensive kernel routines and other machinespecific optimizations. Our parallel implementation of supf c t is a Fortran 77 code, with no machine-specific optimizations.
. Concluding remarks
We have implemented a new parallel sparse Cholesky factorization algorithm for sharedmemory multiprocessors. This new left-looking algorithm uses techniques from [5] and [15] : it uses supernodes t o reduce indirect addressing and memory traffic [5] , and it decomposes the computation into column tasks Tcol(j) and schedules these tasks Right-looking sparse Cholesky algorithms (i.e., multifrontal algorithms) for sharedmemory multiprocessors have appeared in [6, 10, 29] . These algorithms exploit supernodes in much the same way that the new parallel left-looking algorithm does. Parallelizing the multifrontal algorithm however is considerably more complicated than parallelizing the simpler left-looking algorithms. For instance, parallel multifrontal Cholesky for shared-memory machines can no longer use a simple and efficient stack t o manage the "update" matrices required by the method. Methods for dealing with this fragmented component of work storage are necessarily more complicated and storage illefficient [10, 29] . On the other hand, s u p f c t requires only a modest amount of work storage, which can be determined before the numerical factorization begins. Break-ing multifrontd Cholesky factorization into tasks and scheduling these tasks on the available processors is also more complicated than it is for the left-looking algorithms. The additional complexity has lead to parameterized implementations, where the performance of the code is quite sensitive t o parameter selection (see [lo] and especially There are however significant advantages enjoyed by the multifront a1 method; e.g., it is a superior out-of-core method and is better able t o improve performance by loading and reusing data in cache. It appears t o us that the rnultifrontal method very likely will always be the method of choice for out-of-core sparse Cholesky factorization. However, we think that a block-to-block left-looking algorithm may be quite competitive with the multifrontal method at exploiting cache t o improve performance. Such an algorithm would be built around a crnod(J, K ) operation that updates the appropriate subset of columns from supernode J with all the columns of the updating supernode K . With the rising importance of cache memory on recent supercomputers and workstations, exploring this approach on current serial and parallel machines is a promising area for fut w e work. 
